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Most: frac·ti~nal-flow manpower pl.ann~ mode ls 
assu.e tbac the "transition frac tions" are 'e ither 
fixed or can be manipulated at wi l l . As neithe r 
of these assumptions is very realistic , we pre sent 
a model in which the transition fractions are 
conceived of as being the product of the c omplex 
interaction of three sets of economic agents ; t he 
organization, its competito rs in the manpower 
market, and its employees . Subsequently , t he 
sensitivity of the model is explor ed and possible 
extensions of it are conside r ed . Finally, a smal l 
numerical example i s gi ven t o i l lus trate the 
model's practical applicability. 



THE TRANSITION FRACTIONS I N A CLASS OF HANPO\~ER PLANN fNG HODELS 

by 

Richard C. Grinol d and John P. Weya n t 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fractional flow (or Markov) models a r e f r equently c ited as useful t oo l s in 

the analysis of manpower planning problems. Rowland a nd Sove r eign [14] have 

proposed the Markov model to study the interna l manpowe r s upply of fi rms, while 

Eaton [7] has proposed Markov chain analysis to study ma ss l ayoff problems , 

especially those caused by layoffs at major airc r a ft manufac ture r s . Uya r [17 ] has 

used the Markov model to study manpower replacement needs of the New England 

Telephone Company. Vroom and MacCri mrnon [18] have applied the Markov mode l t o t he 

manpower planning problems of a "large industrial firm." Bla kely [4] and Niels e n 

and Young [12] have explained the Markov model i n eleme nta ry t e rms , \.rhile ~la rshall 

[ 11] has compared the ~farkov model and the so-called cohor t mode l i n a pr ec is 

theoretical manner. Oliver [13] has used the Markov model t o predict s t ude nt ( lows 

a t the University o f Ca l ifornia , Berke l e y, \vh i l e Gani [ 8] has used i.t t o study t he 

Aus tralian educa tiona! sys t ern, Clough and ~1cReynolds l5l t o study t he On L:u l o , 

Canada educational system and Armitage a nd Smith i l] to s tudy the Eng l i s h cd uc<1 t i.on:J I 

system. 

Only the last two of the above me ntioned s tudies exp l i c itl y i n .l.ud • the 

transition frac tions as contro l va riable s. The r e have a ] ti c> bt•• 11 .:1 seq ue nce o f 

studies (Ba rtholomew (2], Davies l6], Grinold a nd St anfo rd 110 1 and [9], St Gn (o r d 

[15], Toole [16]) that ha ve bee n concerned wj t h the contro l of a graded ma npm,re r 

system whos e dy~amics is appropria t ely desc r i bed by t ht• Harke v mode I. !\one o f 

these studies , however, r e la tes the t r a ns i t inn f r act ions t o pol icy o r Pxte rnRI 

marke t vari ables \vhi ch i s of pa rtic uLar inte rt: Sl i n the s t ud y o f f irms r•r of th e 

armed services . One ef fec t o f th is omiss j on has been noLcd bv 13.1r l hu l ome lv 111. 

Chapter 3, Page 93: , 
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"The basic Markov model described in this chapter and the various 
extensions outlined above all have an important defect—at least when 
applied to the flows of manpower in a firm.  They all assume that 
individual behavior is unaffected by iiow individuals perceive their 
environment and, in particular, tiieir promotion chances.  It seems 
plausible to suppose that an individual's assessment of his promotion 
chances will affect the likelihood of his leaving.  If this is so, our 
model ought to include a statistical relationship (probably lagged) 
between wastage rates and promotion rates." 

This paper will examine the transition fractions in a hierarchical manpower model 

and propose a simple economic decision model that can be used to determine the 

manpower transition fractions as a function of labor market conditions, and the 

wage and promotion policies of the organization. 

Section 2 describes the fractional flow model used in the paper, and outlines 

some of the difficulties one encounters in trying to interpret the transition 

fractions.  Section 3 presents a simple economic choice model faced by members of 

the organization.  Tula model allows us to calculate the expected present value of 

each position in the organization and the transition fractions.  Section 4 

discusses the sensitivity of the transition fractions and the values of positions, 

as functions of the underlying economic variables.  This sensitivity information 

reinforces our faith in the model, since it concurs with intuitively obvious 

conclusions.  Section 5 presents a uselul extension of the model.  In Section 6, 

wo present a numerical example and briefly indicate how the model can be used to 

test the effects of alternative manpower policies or alternative assumptions about 

the labor market. 
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2.     THE   FRACTIONAL  FLOW MODEL 

Consider a manpower  system with     u    graded   ranks,     1  =  1,   ...,   n   .     We   shall 

use   the   following  notation  to describe   the model ; 

X.(t)   =   the   number of  people   in   rank     i     at   time    t     for     i  =   1,   ...,   n   . 

f.(t)   =  the   number of  appointees   to   rank     i     between   time     t  -  1     and   time 
i 

t     for     i  = 1,   ...,   n   . 

The basic assumption of the fractional flow model is that during any time 

period a constant fraction of the people in any given rank will move to any other 

given rank.  This also implies that a constant fraction of the people in a given 

rank will leave the organization. 

Therefore, we let: 

I I 

J-J 
P.. = the fraction of people in rank  i  at the beginning of any time period 

that move to rank j  before the beginning of the next time period, for 

i = 1, ..., n ; j = 0, ..., n , where  j = 0 denotes moves to outside 

of the organization and where  P.. -■   0 , and   )  P.. = L 
11 -      i=o 1-1 

The model is then defined by the following system of equations: 

(2.1)      X.(t) =  [ X, (t - 1)P. . + f .(t)  for  i = 1 , .... n . 
K— 1- 

To simplify the analysis, one often considers the steady-state version of the 

above model.  Recall that under the steady-state assumption the values of the model 

variables are not permitted to change over time.  Tills implies that we may simplify 

the system of Equations (2.1) to: 

(2.2) 
n 

X.   =     !>     X, P, .   +   f .      for     i   =   I ,   ....   n 
i ^       k  k i i 

k-1 

Ü^MM^H mmmmmmimk - ■a MA a^fi^dii^V^U^r^-n,!t>if^f,yiOl^i--Lii.i!t 
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I I We will make  two  further  simplifying  aasumptiüiis.     First,   we  do  not  allow 

demotions which means  that: 

(2.3) 1',     =0     for i    and    J   / 0 

Second, we allow promotions of one rank only, which, taken in concert with the 

first assumption, means that: 

(2.4) P. . = 0 for  j ^ 0 , i  or 1 + 1 , 

thus  1'.  + P. . + P. . , , = 1  for  i = 1, . . . , .i 
10      11      1,1+1 

These two assumptions reduce the steady-state fractional flow model to; 

(2.5) 
X. = X. 

i-1 i-l,i 

x1 = X1P11 + f, . 

. + X.P. . + f.  for  i = 2, .. . , n 
i 11 

It is possible to use t'-e fractional flow model with the  P..'s  fixed at 
i.l 

their  current   level   as a matter of   organizational   policy.     One   then attempts   to 

explore  various  operating  policies  within   this  policy  framework.     Another 

possibility   is   to  vary  the     P..'s     and   interpret   the  results.     This  procedure 

implicitly  assumes   that  some  of   the     P..'s    arc within   the  control   of   the   organiza- 
i.) 

tion.  However, the fact is that the values ol the  P..'s depend on the complex 

interaction of three economic agents:  (1) the organization itself, (2) the 

organization's competitors, and (3) the individuals in the organization.  Thus, the 

organization can only vary its pay scale, promotion policies, etc. in an attempt lo 

influence these  P..  values.  The final resultant  P..  values will depend, also, 
ij 1.1 

on what the organization's competitors arc doing and the way in which the organiza- 

tion's members react to the policies of the organization and its competitors.  This 

paper develops a simple model which is addressed to the question of how the 

organization actually does affect the resulting  I',,  values.  The model is very 

t.-rf'Jt.i-..^;:L^^i'ii.Vi--x-.i 1 
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simple, which allows it to also be operational, but it is detailed enough to 

capture the flavor of the real world situation it: is designed to describe. 
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2- A MODEL FOR DETl'RM I NING TRANSITION JRAmONS 

As has already been indicated, Llie model developed in this section is 

designed to ne1p an organization, interested in applying the fractional flow model 

to its manpower planning problems, to ascertain how it can manipulate the transi- 

tion fractions, the  P..'s , through its policy decisions.  This purpose is 

reflected in the notation, where we let lower case letters correspond to variables 

completely under the organization's control and upper case letters correspond to 

those variables not completely under the organization's control. 

The model considers the simultaneous interaction of the organization, its 

competitors in the manpower market and its employees in determining the transition 

fractions.  The competitors of th" organization come into play by making offers of 

employment to current organization, 1 members.  We assume here that an organizational 

member can potentially receive  M  different offers.  Denoting these potential 

offers by the subscript  j , we let  W.  be the expected present value of the jth 

offer a person may receive.  This expected present value should ideally include any 

income an individual can expect to receive for the rest of his lifetime given that 

lie actually accepts offer  j .  in the case ol multiple olfers we consider an 

individual's "offer" to be his "best" offer, i.e., the one with the highest 

expected present value.  We let  ') = 0  denote the condition that the individual 

being considered receives no offer at all and del'i n i t ional ly let  W  = U .  The 

fraction of people in rank  i  who receive offer  j  during a given time period is 

M 

denoted by  R.. .  Clearly,  R.. ■ 0 ,  V  R. or each  i .  One can aisc 

interpret  R..  as the probability that a person in grade  i  can search lor and 
■      ij 

obtain a job offer worth W. . 
J 

We next consider a simplified type of organizational promotion policy.  One 

way the organization can dissuade people from leaving is to oiler promotion to 

people who either have or are expected to receive offers 1rom its competitors. 

ajMMMaaiMiiiaiiteaii^^ 
■>-.-^..-.-..-^-^J:;,^^. I->. j.!.'^U.t-i^^.^\^:^.-.L^-t.JfiM 
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I Recalling that the assumptions we made in Section 2 (and which were to be carried 

over to the present analysis) allow for promotions of one rank only, we let  q.. 

be the traction of people who are in rank  i and who receive offer  j , who are in 

turn offered promotion to rank i + 1  in the organization.  Although the act of 

offering promotion can be considered as a counter-offer here, it is important to 

note that the actual time sequencing of the process is not important.  It is the 

combined actions of the organization and its competitors which are important.  The 

individuals base their stay versus leave decisions on the results of both of those 

actions.  In other words, a person may be offered a promotion before lie receives 

any outside offer at all, but as long as lie receives an offer before deciding 

whether to stay or leave, his decision will be the same as if he had received the 

outside offer first and the offer of promotion as a counter measure. 

At this point, we need to define some additional notation.  Let  s.  for 
i 

i = 1, ..., n be the annual compensation for a person in rank  i , and define  V, 

as the expected present value of a position in rank  i . 

The above discussion leads us quite naturally into a discussion of the thin! 

and final set of actors in our model; the individuals in the organization.  To 

handle the aggregate decisions made by this importaiU set of economic actors, we 

utilize a response or "leave" function for each rank.  These functions, denoted by 

1-.(W.,V.)  give the fraction of people in rank  i  who leave the organization to !   I  l   r 

take an outside offer as a function of the (expected discounted) value of the out- 

side offer,  W, , and the (expected discounted) value of the rink they are 

currently in,  V. .  It is assumed that these functions have a value of zero un'es« 

the values of the outside offer,  W, , is greater than the value of the current 

position,  V. .  This assumption simplifies the computations and is quite plausible 

in view of the fact that the difference,  W. - V, , may be easily compared to the 

transaction cost of making the appropriate move.  This transaction cost includes 

not only the actual physical cost of moving, but also such implicit costs as the 

cost of having to leave friends and colleges and possibly even the cost ol having 

Ä-iw.iai&ja.i'Ai 
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to move away from a    erred environment.  This transaction cost would, of course, 

vary from person to person which accounts for the necessity of a function to give 

the fraction that actually do leave based on its expected value.  In view of an 

alternative interpretation of the L.  functions as Che probability that a randomly 

chosen person in rank  i will leave given his offer and counter-offer conditions, 

some' sort of cumulative distribution functions would be logical candidates for 

their functional forms.  in order to simplify the notation, we definitionally lee: 

H. . = L.(W.,V.) 

and 

L.. = ^..(W^V. ..) . 
ij   i+l j  i+l 

We illustrate the conceptual framework for an exampl' with M = 1 . The 

probability tree for this process is shown in Figure 1. Here the round nodes 

indicate  chance  events  and   the  square  nodes   indicate  decisions  by  individuals. 

In an  operational   sense   the    W.'s     in   these   relations   represent   the  average 

discounted   lifetime  earnings  of  people   in   rank     i    who  have accepted  offer     j     in 

the past.     'Ine     V.'s   ,   the  "values"  of   the   various  ranks,   could  similarly  be 

obtained  from historical   records,  but  to  obtain   them  in  this manner would  be 

decidedly  contrary   to our purposes here.     After  all,   our  interest here   is  precisely 

in how an  organization  can affect  the values  of   its own  transition  fractions. 

Surely,   one of   its  most  effective  tools   for  doing   this   is   its ability   to affect   the 

value of   its   own  positions.     Fortunately,   the  framework already developed  allows  us 

to write  a  simple  recursive  relation which   can  be  used   to evaluate   the     V.'s   . 
i 

Letting    ft     be   the  one period  discount   factor,   such  a   recursive   relationship   is: 

(3.1) 

I 
'.   =   s.   + a     )     R..<q..fW.L..   +  V.,,(1  -   L..)]   + 

(i - q..)[w.ii.. + v.d - ii. .m . 
'i.l        .1    1.1 i ij      ,( 

Hu •M^MMMMUMMI ^jgjjjjj^jg^jjjgj^ljj^^^gi^j^j^g^ijSäSä^^ätiailääSm 
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In view of the unbounded horizon form of this recursion, we would do well to 

interpret the V.'s  as the expected value of the given position over time rather 

11 
s. 

than  its  expected  value   to  any  one  individual.     Upon  rearrangement,   (3.1)   becomes: 

(3.2) 

vi = si+ a .I0 MWVl + 

(i- qi:i)[v. + (W. -V.)!!..]^ 

(W.   -  V.^L. .]   + 
j i+l     ij 

For  i = n , since people in the highest rank cannot be promoted,  q . = 0 

and (3.2) simplifies to: 

(3.3) V     =s     + a     I     R   .[V    +   (W.   -  V   )H   .] 
ii n ^ n i n i n n i 

j=0 
nj     n n     nj 

or 

(3.4) 
M 

V      =    f(V   )    =   -r-i-  +  -— ,       ..    .,... ,    ,..    . 
n n 1  -  a       1  - a   .   „    ni     i n    ni 

j=0       J     J 

y    R   . (W.   -   V   )ll   . 
*- n T i n n  i 

li 
I: 

I 

When    V    = 0   ,   f(V  )     clearly has a  positive  value.     We   can also calculate   the 
n n 

derivative of     f(V  )   : 
n 

(3.5) :,(V   )   = ~^-    I    R 
n 1   -   a   .'-       n aJ=o 

311   . 
(W.   -  V   )   —^ -   H 

1 n     DV n 
.    " n J 

We assume, at this point, that each 11.. is differentiable, that 

an.. an.. 
—T^ <   0     if     W.   >   V.     and   that     ----•L =   0     if W.   •   V.      for   all      1     and      j   .     This 
3V.                            j          i                             <)V. j   =     i 

differentiability assumption   is  met by  many  cumulative  distribution   functions  and 

the  nonpositiveness  of   the   derivative  of  each    11. .     with   respect   to   the corrcspoiul ing 
'.1 

V.     simply  reflects   the   fact   that we wouldn't  expect   an   Increase   in  tiie  expected 

present   value  of  any   organizational   position   to   increase   the   fraction  of   people 

Üüi ^- ■  ■■————^  — .-. • —~ ^■^■■-■v---.^^,;^-,-...   -,. .•:.■.. .■■.■■.■.■,-;-■■.-■;-■■,■..■- -..■'.■ . ■ ■...'.>,-. 
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I 
that leave that rank to accept a given offer.  Also assuming that a < 1 , we can 

see from (3.5) that  f'(V )  is nonpositive, as if W. - V   is less than or equal 
n j   n 

9H . i)Hn. 
to zero,  —■ ■ ■  equals zero and if  W. - V is greater than zero, rr,   is less 

3V                      in (W 
n                     ■ n 

than zero.  Therefore, since V  strictly increases from a value of zero as  V 
' x\ J n 

increases and  f(V )  does not increase from a positive value at V = 0 as  V 
n K n n 

increases, both the existence and uniqueness of a solution fur V  are guaranteed. 

We can therefore utilize a simple search method (e.g., Newton's Method) in order to 

calculate V  .  By using (3.2), it is now easy to see how we can evaluate ail the 

V.'s  recursively.  Given that V.,,  is known and letting  (1 - q..)R.. AR.., i } i+l 6       ij  ij =  ij 

(3.2) may be wr:tten as: 

(3.6) V. =C. +a y R..V.+ct y R..(W. - V.)H. 
1   1    j^O ij 1    j=0 1-' ■>   l 1- 

M 
where C. = s. +a  y R..q..[V.,, + (W. - V. ,)L..]  and is a constant when V,,, 

j=0  J  J        ^ J 

is  known.     We  can  now derive  relations  analogous   to   (3.A)   and   (3.5)   as   follows: 

(3.7)       V.   =   f(V.) 

1  - 
M 

j=0 

- + 
M 

I     - ,=ü 
;.. (w. 
i.i    i 

v.)ii.. 

R. 
IJ 

and 

(3.8) f'(V.) 

1. - a 
J=0 

I     K- (W. Vi) Tv 
LJ 

i.l 

Consequently, we can use arguments analogous to those we used for the  V  case 

to show how to solve for unique values for each V. . 

MifliMiiiiliiMi7iiiliYiiiriVHrTrtfflkiiM^ , . 
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i. 

Having iiiLnuiucfcl all the noi-essary notalion, wo an- now in a position to write 

expressions for the transition fractions required by the tractional flow manpower 

planning model.  We include an expression tor the  1'. 's , as although they are not 

required by the form of the fractional flow model developed in Section .', they 

would probably prove useful in any attempt to calibrate the model as they give 

predictions for relatively easily obtainable data: 

M 

V  K. 
=0 
^  K. . |q . .1.. . + (1 - q. )ll 

1"   -^  i ]' 'i 1 i 1        'i 1  i 

().4) 

M 

•'. • . , =  V  K. . (q. . (I - 1.. ) 
1,1 + 1    .-0  i|M|-l      ij 

'.. =  )'  R. .(1 - q. .)(1 - II. .) . 
"  jto 'i '' 'i 

The   relations   (3.1)   and   (3.9)   taken   together   serve   as   a   complete   characteriza- 

tion  ol   our model   for determining   the   transition   tractions   in   the   fractional   flow 

model   developed   in   Seel ion   .'. 

■ ii   i  iMnnm mljllttimm^imjllimt 
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4.  SIÜMSITIVITV ANALYSIS 

In this Suction, Vv'o explore Llie sensitivity of the model predictions to changes 

in the basic model parameters.  This endeavor serves a two-lold purpose.  First, by 

verifying the signs of those sensitivity derivatives whose signs are intuitively 

obvious to us, our faith in the model is reinforced.  Second, the calculation ot 

those sensitivity derivat es whose signs are not obvious to us gives operational 

predictions for actual applications of the model.  We obtain not only the expected 

sign of the change in the model prediction due to a change in a particular model 

parameter, but also the local magnitude ol such a change.  In other words, we can 

ascertain not only which policy tools will move our manpower system in a desired 

direction but also which of these policy tools will be most effective in doing so. 

Although sensitivity derivatives have been calculated lor the model in its most 

general form where  n  ranks and  M  possible offers are considered, the results 

tend to be quite complex and nearly impossible to conjecture about on intuitive 

grounds.  Consequently, we will present the sensitivity derivatives for a simplified 

system in which people in each rank can obtain only a single distinct offer. 

Consideration ol this simplified system allows us to demonstrate some basic under- 

lying relationships inherent in the model, without undue computational complexity. 

Letting  W.  be the only offer availabU to people in rank  i , we may summarize 

the modi'I described above in terms ol the relations (J.5), (i.l) and (i.()) as: 

V.   = s .   +   >' K . . [ q . . (K . 1.. .   +   V . , , ( I   -   L . . ) )   +   (I    -   q . . ) (W . II. .   +   V . (I   -   I 
i iiiiiii i+l ii ii in i 

II..)) 
1 1 

C. 1) 

+   (l   -  K..) I q .   \'     ,   +   (I   -  q .    ' v. 1 ' 
11 l o    i t-1 ' i o      i 

'.      =   R. . [q. .L. .   +   (I   -   q. . )ll. . 
lo l i       l l    l 1 ll       II 

'.    .Al    =   K. .q. . (1   -   L. . )   +   (I   -   K. . )(|. 
1,1+1 1  1      I  1 II MIO 

I" . .    =   K. . (1    -   q. . ) ( I    -   Ii. . )   +    (1    -    !■;..)( I    -   (I .    ) 
11 II II II II I o 

X .   =  X .    , I' .    ,    .   +  X . 1' . .   +   I .    . 
1 1 - I    1 - I ,I 111 I 

■. y - ^/--1; -.'Vl.tfj 
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i 
We have calculated the partials of  V. , 1'.  ,1'.   , . P..  and  X  with 

i lo i,i+l   '      11 i 

respect   to    s.   ,   R..   ,  q   j   ,   q.      ,   W      and    a   ,     The  signs  of   these  partial 

derivatives,   under   plausible   assumptions   on   the     L,        and     11 functions,   are 
ii J 1 

summarized in Table 1.  We demonstrate our method by giving analytical expressions 

for several of these partial derivatives. 

-HI.. Ml 
If we assume that  :-;---- • Ü  if  W. ■ V.  and ----- = Ü  if  W • V  and 

• 'W. ii      jU, i =  i 
i i 

similar conditions on    I...      (note these conditions are similar tu our assumption 
i i 

'11. . 
about  ,\f'"" ' ',ul- opposite in sign), it would seem plausible to expect the expected 

i 

value of being in rank  i  to increase as the size of the outside offer that the 

organizational members in rank  i  may receive increases.  Analytically, this is 

easv to ver i fv as: 

d\. . q . . 
iiii 

(U.2) 
(Wi5 -iw 

i i 
+ 1-, 

i i 
+ fiK. . (i-q. .) 

ii   'i i 

11 
(W.-V.) ;,--- 

i  1 .^ w. 
1 

Ml, 
1 - -.R. .(1-q. .)(W.-V.) ,-, - - R.. (I-q. .)(l-ll. .) - (l-R..)(l-q. ) 

11     11    1   1   • V ,      11    Ml      11 11     ' 10 

under the assumptions on the  I...  and  II..  tiinctions that have been staled thus 
it        ii 

far.  An additional assumption about  Ii..  that is necessarv lor realism is that 
ii 

•Ii. .   dl. . .V. 
•. - + -•■ ■  ■•   II , vhiih mt'.ms that the I nut ion of people in rank  i  who 
' i      i    i 

receive   an  outside   oiler   and   no   oiler   ot    promotion  who   leave   tl.e   organization   to 

take   the   outside  oiler   increases   as     W.      is   increased,   although   the   increase   in     W. 

does   nave   a  second  order  effect   ol    increasing   the   value   of   the   original   rank      i   . 

Under   tills   additional   assumption   about      11,.   ,   we   can   show   that,   as  we  would  expect, 
ii ' 

0   ,   as: 

a, ■;.;:. fctoA&äiiläläämt timmmmm - mm „■ .;.^.... .:■-.-:;-  j j!   .-!   ..^^W^i^MmiLk^U^OJlLL^^  i-.. ,.^.^ _  
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With  Respect To 

s.       a       R..       a..       q.       W. 
1 11 11 10 i 

Derivative 
Of 

P. 
10 

P i,i+l 

ii 

I 

+ + + + + + 

- - + - - + 

+ + + + + - 

+ + + + + - 

+ + 

 1 

+ + + 
_ —1 

+ 

TABL 

niiriitiiiliii1iiMiitiMii«im^^ r ■ lirrrinhlf'lillllllTitl iät*ZK& ■        
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v.. 

(A.3) 

1 
16 

,)F 
lü 

r>w. 

3L. . 
Kiiiqii^w:-i+ (I - ciii) 

MI..     :MI.. ;n'. 
 J^I      i_i     _i 

;iw.'     ,tv.    JW. 

Intuitively,   one  would   expert   t lie   partial   oi the   value   ol   rank     i     with   respect 

to   the   fraetien of  people   in   rank      i     who  receive an  outside  öfter  and  who  also 

receive  a  counter-offer  of   promotion   to   rank     i  + 1     to  be  positive.     Analytically, 

we  obtain: 

(A.4) 
:1V. rtR..[W.L..   +  V.^U   -   L..)|   -  ..R..IW.1I..   +  V.(l   -   11..) 1 11      i    n i + lv 11    ' ul    1    1 1 1 11 

3q.. 11 
Ml. . 

1   -   üR..(J    -   q. .)(W.    -   V.)   -~-  -    (1    -   11. .) 
11 11        1 1      .1V. 11 

1 

which is positive under the plausible conditions that  V. , • V.  and  L.. ■ 11 . . 
i+l    i       ii-u 

We would expect the partial of  I'.,  with respect to  q..  to be indeterminant on 
ii ii 

a priori grounds.  Analytically, we get: 

(4.5) 
31'. . 

•;-^=R..(l 
J q..    ii 
'ii 

/  '"'iiV'^ 
+ (1 II. .)(-R. .) 

ii    ii 

The first term in this expression represents the fact that as  q..  is 
ii 

increased   the  value  of   rank      i      is   increased,   which   causes  more   people  who  are  not 

offered  promotion  to  rank     i+l      to  stay   in  rank     i     rather   than  accept   the out- 

side   offer.     The   second   term   represents   the   fact   that   as     q..      is   increased  more 
ii 

people  will   leave   rank     i      to   go   to   rank      i   +   1   .     So,    in   general,   the   i-llecl   on 

the   fraction  of   people  who   remain   in   rank      i     as     (i . .      is   increased   is   not 
ii 

determinable   on  a  priori   grounds.     Given   numerical   valuos   for   the   parameters, 

however,   the   sign of   this  partial   derivative   could   be  quite   useful    for   planning 

purposes. 

H^MMÜHIIHi gfljjfljjy^gjfllij m ,-....„:. i^ ig^.^1.>.lj.-j.rfi.^.,t-.^-.....„ A-^A;,, .^>, -.T^-A 
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5.  AN EXTENSION 

Up to now, we have assumed that the only way in which an individual can leave 

the organization is to take a position in some other organization.  We have 

neglected in our model the possibility that in general people can also leave an 

organization by dying, retiring or being fired.  If we are willing to base the 

expected fractions of people who leave by these additional means upon the rank they 

are in and possibly their offer-counter-offer status, extensions of the present 

model to include these additional factors are straightforward. 

To handle the fact that people die, we consider the probabilities  1'.  , r  r        . r 10 T 

P. .,, , P..  now predicted by the model to be conditional on the survival of the 
i,i+l    ii 

organizational members.  Then if we let  H.  be the fraction of people in rank  i 

who are expected to die per year, the actual fraction P.. , P. .,, , and P.  mav r r       J        * HI,i+l        lo- 

be simply obtained from the  P..'s  already calculated as: 

P . . = P . . (1 - P..) 
ii    ii      i 

(5.1) P. .., = P. .,,(1 - l-'.) i,i+l   1,1+1     i 

P.  = (1 - i'.)P.  + r. 
10 1   10     i 

Notice that we have implicitly assumed here that people don't take into 

account the fact that they might die in calculating their future income streams. 

To handle the fact that people may retire from the organization, we can let 

r.  be the fraction of people in rank  i  who retire per year so that 

M 
)     R..   =  1  -  r.     and we   let     A.     be   the  present  value  ot   the  annuitv a  person who 

retires   from rank    i    receives.      If   we   further   lot     I'..     be   the   fraction  of   people 
i 1 

in  rank     i    who  have  received  offer      j     and who are  fired,  we  may   finally   rewrite 

the model  specification   (3.1)   and   (3.9)   as: 

ltM|B''i'*'^"i',|''I'1 r ^imiflrYiliin  n    ^^^^^^mi^^^ 
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V. = s. + a  y  R. . [q. . (W.L. . + V_ . (1 - L. .)) + f. .W 
i    i ij  1.1  J i i+l i.l i-J .1 

+ r.A.[ 

(5.2)  'io 

+ (l - 1". . - q. .)(W.1I. . + V.(l - H..))]   . .... I 
i|    1J    I i.l    1      1.)       1 i| 

M 
= (1 - P . )  V K . . 1 q . . L . . + . . . + ( 1 - 1". . - q . . ) H . . ] + r . + f1.. 

1 ■-=0      1.)  i.l i.)    i.l 1,1    1.1  1.1     1    i 

M 
= (J - D.) I     R..lq..(1 - L..) 

i. i+l   "    i ,tn     i.l ' "i.l '    i.i 

M 
I'.. = (1 - ^.)     y     R..(l - f. . - q. .)(! - II..) 
ii        i  >0  i.l      i.l    i.l      i,l 

whore  W  corresponds, here, to the expected present value a person who either 
o 

leaves without an offer or is fired can expect to obtain.  This extended model, 

while more complex notationally, is almost as easy to analyze as the model analyzed 

in this paper. 

One might still object to the lack ol inclusion of the equilibrium age distribu- 

tion of the organizational members as a predictor of the retirement and dying 

fractions.  It would not be theoretically difficull to adjust the arguments in 

earlier sections to the case where the rank  i  implicitly contains some information 

about the individual's age.  We could consider a rank space where an individual 

moves from  (i,t)  to  (i , t + 1)  or  (1+1,1+1). 

A further extension would be tu include people's attitude towards risk in the 

model by including the variances of the expected discounted income streams as 

arguments of the "leave" functions. 

- -         I iliii—MMII i I • /-'V*A"k.'"- ^'■-'ir^j--- ■~-,"->3!_^S 
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b.  AN EXAMPLE 

In this section, we present a hypothetical example oi the moieL specified by 

tlie relations (5.1) (which are in turn based on the relations (3.1) and (3.9)). 

For the purposes of this example, we simplified the model in two ways.  First, 

each rank,  i , in the organization was (as in Section 4) assumed to have associated 

with it a unique outside offer,  W. .  Consequently, the arrays of variables, 

(K..) , (q. ) , and  (q..)  can be represented as vectors rather than matrices, as 

they would be in the more general case.  Second the "leave" function for each rank 

was taken to be simply I 
/ "Gi(Wi"Vi)) 

...   =   \1   -  e /     where 
ii 

G.     is   a   constant  which 
i 

applies   to   rank     i   .     The  example  dealt   with  a  hypothetical   organization with 8 

ranks   and   two  different  cases were   considered.     The   first  case  will   be  presented, 

the  modifications  necessary   for   the   second  case will   then be given  and   finally   the 

two  cases  will  be  compared. 

In  the   first  case,   the   following  data  was  used   (for easy   reference  a  short 

definition  of  each variable   is  given): 

(W.) 

(Rii) 

(b.l)   (s.) 

(q..) 

(q. ) 
IO 

(vector giving the unique outside offer an organizational member In 

rank  i may obtain) 

(219,000 232,000  247,000  2h0,000 280,000  300,000  320,000  340,000.' 

(vector giving the fraction of people in rank  i  who receive the 

potential outside oiler corresponding to that rank) 

(.40  .40  . U)  .30  . 15  .15  .10  JO) 

(vector giving the salary paid to organizational members in rank  i) 

(4,000  5,000 (),00n  7,000 8,500  10,000  12,000  14,000) 

(vector giving the traction of people in rank  i  who receive an 

outside offer and a counter-offer of promotion) 

(. 3  .3  .3  .3  .4  .4  .5  0) 

(vector giving the fraction of people in rank  i  who don't receive 

an outside offer, but who do receive an offer of promotion) 

lilHJiM^MHMMWMltillM ^.....^    .....:..■.„.   ^--—..-,-,. I I        -.--^...-^.-^Vi^...  V 
'-■-" -•■ .■-■■■-.-' --. 
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= (.2  .2  .2  .2  .i  .1  .1  0) 

= (vector giving ihe fraction of people in rank  i  who die each year) 

= (.001  .001  .001  .002  .002  .002  .005  .005) 

= (vector giving the parameters necessary for the "leave" functions) 

= (.00007  .000065  .000000  .000050  .00004  .00003  .00C02  .00001) 

Using an APL computer program the calculations required by the relations 

(3.1), (3.9), and (5.1) were performed, yielding the following results: 

(V.) 

(6.2) 

^V 

^ii) 

^i.m) 

(vector giving the "values" of each rank) 

(205,300 218,600  231,500 244,800 258,100  276,800  292,200 

302,400) 

(fraction of people in rank i who leave the organization) 

(.1771  .1671  .1373  .1201 .0598 .0556  .0342  .0362) 

(fraction of people in rank i  who remain in rank  i) 

(.5864  .5964  .6424  .6568 .8009 .8083  .8345  .963.,) 

(fraction of people in rank i  who get promoted) 

(.2365  .2365  .2203  .2231 .1393 .1361  .1313  .0000) 

Having successfully constructed the  P matrix lequired by the fractional flow 

model given by (2.5), wo specified a (hypothetical) vector of appointments,  (1.) , 

to allow us to actually calculate results for that model.  Here we let: 

(6.3) 
(f.) = (number of appointees to rank  i  each year) 

= (20  20 20  10  10  10  5  5) 

Using another APL program to do the calculations required by (2.5), the 

following results were obtained: 

(6.4) 
(X.)   =   (number  of   people   in   rank      i) 

=   (48.36     77.88     107.4     98.12      100.2     108.5     108.8     750.4) 

iiiüM iaaiMaiM^.*.r»iVM«iaaiaa»iikaa^^      ,,   ,. ....„^ ■■^■■■■~^' •*,**** ',„■ 
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Total  organizational size =   1580 

Total  yearly  budget  = $17,490,000 

Whereas  Case   I  dealt with an organization with  fairly constant  promotion 

possibilities   throughout,   Case   II  deals  witli  an organization which   is   identical   to 

the  one   in  Case   I   except   for  the   fact   that   the  promotion  fractions   from  rank  3   to 

rank  4  are  drastically  reduced.     An  example   of   this   type of  organization might,   be  a 

university   faculty   in which promotion   from   the  nontenure  to  the   tenure   ranks   is 

rare.     Therefore,   the only difference  between   the   input  data  for Case   1  given   in 

(b.l)   and   the   input  data  for Case   11   was   in   the     (q..)     and     (q.   )     vectors.     The 
' 11 10 

values used for Case 11 were: 

(q..) = (.3  .3  .1  .3  .4  .4  .5 0) 

(6.5) 
(q.o) = (.2  .2 1 .1 0) 

The transition fractions for this case turned out to be: 

(P. ) = (.1885 .1995 .1890 .1201 .0598 .055b .0342 .0362) 
IO 

(6.6)     (!'..) = (.5836 .5878 .7143 .65b8 .8009 .8083 .8345 .9b38) 

(P.    ) = (.2279 .2127 .0967 .2230 .1393 .1361 .1313 .0000) 

Then, using the same vector of appointees,  (f.) , given in (6.3), the 

following equilibrium values were obtained for Case II: 

(6.7)  (X.) = (48.03  75.07  125.9  6't.63  122.7  141.3  146.4  6b9.1) 
i 

Total   organizational   size  =   1393 

Total  yearly budget  = $15,350,000 

mütääuLa^iHii-^iitml,**.,, - ■ -        ■■■.:. ■...^.■.-,,... ■|li.,|irri|lfi ^^.^„..y,^ -., -   i miäimiitiiitttmam 
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Total organizational size = 1580 

Total yearly budget = $17,490,000 

Whereas Case I dealt with an organization with fairly constant promotion 

possibilities throughout, Case 11 deals with an organization which is identical to 

the one in Case I except for the fact that the promotion fractions from rank 3 to 

rank 4 are drastically reduced.  An example of this type of organization might be a 

university faculty in which promotion from the nontenure to the tenure ranks is 

rare.  Therefore, the only difference between the input data for Case 1 given in 

(6.1) and the input data for Case 11 was in the  (q..)  and  (q. )  vectors.  The 

values used for Case II were: 

(6.5) 

(q..) = (.3  .3  .1  .3  .4  .4  .5  0) 

(q. ) = (.2  .2  .1  .2  .1  .1  .J  0) 

The   transition   fractions  for  this   case   turned  out   to  be: 

(P.   )   =   (.1885     .19f!5     .1890     .1201     .0598     .0556     .0342      .0362) 

(6.6) (P..)   =   (.5836     .5878     .7143     .6568     .8009     .8083     .8345      .9638) 

(P..   i+1)   =   (.2279     .2127     .0967     .2230     .1393     .1361     .1313      .0000) 

Then,   using  the  same vector of appointees,      (f.)   ,   given   in   (6.3),   tue 

following  equilibrium  values were  obtained  for  Case   II: 

(6.7)     (X.)  =   (48.03     75.07     125.9    64.63     122.7     141.3     146.4     669.1) 

Total  organizational   size =   1393 

Total  yearly  budget  =  $15,350,000 
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Comparing the results tor the two ciises, we see that for Case 11 about b% more 

of the people in the organization leave the organization from rank '3 and that 

slightly more people leave from ranks J and 2.  Comparing (6.4) and (6.7), we see 

that the simple act of cutting off promotions from rank 3 to rank 4 drastically 

modifies the configuration of the organization for rank 3 and above.  To illustrate 

this point more graphically, we calculated the appointment vector,  (f.) , for 

Case II that would make the equilibrium distribution for Case II identical to that 

for Case I.  This appointment vector was: 

(6.8)        (f.) = (20.14 21.07 14.13  23.28  10  10 5 5) 

So that (comparing (6.8) with (6.3)) we see that to compensate for less 

promotions from rank 3 to rank 4, fewer people need to be hired into rank 3 even 

though more people leave the organization from that rank, which is a not altogether 

intuitive result.  This is because the reduction in people promoted from rank 3 

more than compensates for the increase in people who leave the organization from 

that rank.  It is also necessary to hire more people into rank 4 as we might have 

expected. 

This simple example was not designed to demonstrate the entire range of 

applicability of the model, but rather to give the reader a feel for how the model 

might profitably be used in practical applications. 
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7.     SUMMARY 

As  promised,   Che model  described  above and   embodied   in   the   relations   (3.1)   and 

(3.9)   shows how  three distinct  economic  agents   Influence   the   transition   fractions 

ordinarily  required  by  the   fractional   flow model.     The  competitors exert   their 

influence by setting   the     R..     and    W.     parameters.     The   individuals   in  the 

organization make   their   influence   felt   by  setting   the  parameters  and   form of   the 

L..     and     11..     functions.     The  organization   itself   influences   the   transition 

fractions  by manipulating   the     q..'s     and   the     s.'s   . 

We  have proposed  this  model   as  a  planning   touJ   for  use  by  a  specific  organiza- 

tion.     The model   indicates   the  manner   in which   the  organization can manipulate   its 

transition fractions  by varying   its  salary  scale  and promotion policies.     We  have 

neglected secondary  effects  such  as  possible  retaliation  of   competitors  to   the 

actions  of   the  organization.     Such  retaliation   could   involve   •hanging  their     R.. 

and    W.     parameters   from  their  preliminary  values.     So,   what  we  iiave here   is   a 

partial  equilibrium  analysis  similar   to  those utilized   in  economics.     It   is  clear, 

however,   that  although some   realism  has been   lost   by adopting  only  a partial 

equilibrium approach an appropriate general  equilibrium model   would  he exceedingly 

abstract  and  not  at   all  operational.     Finally,   we  point   out   that   in order   to  ease 

the  notation,   while   still   showing  all   the  significant   relationships   involved,   we 

have  chosen  to describe  the  model   as   it   relates   to  a very  simple   form of   the 

fractional  flow model.     The  extension   to more  general   forms  of   the   fractional   flow 

model  should  be   immediate. 
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